
Masters World Championship, Falun, Sweden, 2010 

 

 

Norman Clark (GBR and Idaho) with silver from the men’s 15 km free 

 
It is always a bit difficult to report on an event at which one was not and this was an event at which I was 

indeed not. So we are going to have to take a slightly different approach. We have a report from Norman, 

but we will also use various E-mails I received during and after the event to tell the tale. So let us start 

with Norman’s report: 
 

“As the Olympics unfolded in and around Vancouver, Canada, over 1000 MWC athletes from 26 

countries tried to emulate some of the passion we have for our sport in Falun, Sweden, held over the same 
time span. Like the capricious weather in B.C., Dalarna province in central Sweden was cloaked much of 

the time in grey, foggy and bitterly cold temperatures. 

 
The first few days were well below -10 

o
C and heading relentlessly south. The first races saw faces taped 

against frost bite and the next races were held either at, or near, FIS limits, even below. One day, the 

whole schedule was slipped an hour to let the temperature bounce off this -20 
o
C floor. The most mature 

M11 and M12 groups were unanimous in stating that the combination of fiendish cold and tracks said to 
be more difficult than imagined simply took the fun out of the competition. Norman, less discreet, said 

unequivocally that his first race was the toughest he had ever done. He was still peeling off frost-bitten 

skin riding the train back from Falun to Arlanda a week later! 
 

Even at the final Team Captains’ meeting, before the last race, complaints were still being registered about 

the difficulty of the courses, particularly the 15 km. Dieter Heckman recognized these, but said that during 
the summer meetings this had been discussed and had been accepted by the National Directors. Re-

contouring central Dalarna was not practical so further discussion was irrelevant. 

 



It might be said that Falun is to the cross country skiing world what St. Andrews is to golf; the cradle of 

the sport, so to speak. When the 2010 MWC was over, there was no doubt in anybody’s mind that the 

Russian language groups and Scandinavian, or rather Feno-Scandian language groups, owned this sport. A 

quick count of medals won corroborates this. The Russian anthem dominated the sound bites of the event. 
 

Eight Brits showed up: Martin Arnold, Alistair Brown, Norman Clark, the Cox-Conklins (Sara-Jane and 

Mark), Mark Llinares, Godfrey Rhimes and Alasdair Wilson. They were joined by fellow BMCCSA 
members Patrick o’Connor, Steve Smigiel and Jack White. Singularly absent, the Newsletter editor bowed 

out for health reasons. Arnold, Brown, Rhimes, Clark and Wilson bunked in acceptable accommodation in 

what is normally a vocational school, temporarily vacated to house most of the Russians, Ukrainians, 
Belarussian and Kazakstan contingents. It was perched about a 15 minute walk up, or down, some 106 

wooden steps in batches to the stadium. Food was good throughout and the cost appeared favourable 

compared to other hostelries. Unexpected benefits were nightly Olympic coverage after dinner, the same 

feeds as were seen by Vancouver viewers seven hours to the west. The coverage was far more effective 
than past US broadcasts, even presenting complete events like biathlon, classic and skate races in their 

entirety, male and female. Watching these evening broadcasts in the company of Russians, sharing 

common knowledge and in some ways shadowing the Olympic performances, added to our reviews of the 
days’ events. Typically, the Russian contingent is about 150, a number that appears to be derived from the 

selection trials process and their budget. From what we gather, this group is subsidized. At least we know 

that their skiing skills are established. 
 

About 75 came from the US, though serious racing did not appear to be a component of their group; very 

few medals were brought home. To those who have attended several of these events, a belief is shared that 

the quality of skiing has risen over the past few MWC events. The good skiers simply get better and their 
ranks do not diminish. Norman added to the GBR medal collection, with a bronze in the 10 km skate and 

two silvers in the 5 km and 15 km skate races. He had picked off competitors over the years, claiming that 

his nemesis, Russian Ahkmet Siraziev, was unbeatable. Not so, he beat him in the 15 km and in turn, was 
beaten by Paul Ritschard of Switzerland, who nicked him in the last 20 metres, 5 seconds short of a gold. 

 

Sara-Jane had good races, pulling husband Mark into the GBR crew on the basis that he is currently living 

in the UK. Mark Llinares, who lives in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, has made huge strides in the past couple 
of years on his technique. Opting to live in the mountains and take advantage of 150-day on-snow seasons, 

he addresses serious possibilities that don’t exist for the typical Brit skier lucky to get maybe a month or 

six weeks over the year. It’s a life-style choice that not only allows him to indulge his XC passion but it 
surrounds him with like life-style skiing colleagues capable of accentuating his skills, a learning 

environment not open to many. Those less dedicated did well in pursuing personal bests, most logging 

such advances. Alasdair shed his highest DNS and DNF rankings by completing all his races, including a 
GBR/AUS relay team, one of an incredibly popular relay day. Godfrey had some rewarding results 

between trying to find someone to do a base-grind for him on skis that were on life support. Finding one 

of the few capable technicians, this guy said it was his day off! Godfrey is endowed with a marathoner’s 

motor, which should point him in directions where his superior endurance could dominate. Alistair Brown, 
a new kid on the race scene, was in observation, rather than full race, mode. He is, however, a seasoned 

ski marathoner. 

 
The unique opportunity to tread the same tracks covered by early racers like Gunde Svan, Sixten Jurnberg, 

Veiko Hakkulinen, Vladimir Kusin and Harald Groeningen, historic icons, might have been more 

significant in more favourable weather. Likewise, the austere welcome accorded to the athletes by the city 
fathers fell flat in freezing temperatures that called for more warmth than prattling politicians. The daily 

weather forecasts were accurate for waxing purposes, but peeking out of our second story window, level 

with a Swedish flag, horizontal and crackling in a 30-knot wind, indicating direction and velocity as we 

awoke, set the tone for the day; wear something wind-proof and warm. 
 

Norman” 

 
  



And now let’s hear from Martin on his experience: 

 

Falun, what can I say? I had gastric flu 2 days before departure and it was touch and go whether I would 

actually make it. The 30 km skate race killed me off and the 15 km course was very challenging. For me it 
was sharper than Ruhpolding as it was all skiable and there was no real excuse to run that last part of a 

“wall” as it was too steep. I said to myself that if the 45 km was as hard as that then I would wrap after 

two laps. There was a brutal wind at the start of the 30 km and I started with hypothermia, as if I did not 
have enough problems!! The snow was very cold and like trudging through sand. 

 

The 10 km classic was very enjoyable in comparison and it was a great course to utilise all of the correct 
techniques that were actually working in my case!! The 45 km skate was more enjoyable, particularly as it 

was the mildest day of our stay. The usual -16 
o
C went up to -5 

o
C which was far more sociable. 

 

I will be getting my head around next year in the summer and hope to tie in with Norman for some pre-
event training and then travel up to the Masters with him. 

 
Men’s M01-M06 30 km classic, Saturday 20

th
 February 

 

Fastest Biagio Di Santo  ITA M01 1.28:35.6 20.3 km/h 
 

Men’s M07-M09 15 km classic, Saturday 20
th

 February 

 

Fastest Olaf Pederson  NOR M07    47:18.2 19.0 km/h 

64) Steve Smigiel  USA M07 1.02:30.9 14.4 km/h 32.2 % (55 starters) 

 

  1) Ola Kvaale  NOR M08    49:31.9 18.2 km/h 

53) Patrick o’Connor  USA M08 1.14:32.5 12.1 km/h 50.5 % (57 starters) 

 

 
Sara-Jane well on her way in the 15 km classic 

 
Alasdair gives an idea of how cold it was at first! 

 
Ladies F01-F06 15 km classic, Saturday 20

th
 February 

 

Fastest Svetlana Alexseeva RUS F01    49:28.4 18.2 km/h 

 

  1) Tuula Rasimus  FIN F04    50:33.3 17.8 km/h 

19) Sara-Jane Cox-Conklin GBR F04 1.04:21.0 14.0 km/h 27.3 % (21 starters) 

 

  



Men’s M01-M06 30 km free, Sunday 21
st
 February 

 

Fastest Giovanni Gerbotto ITA M01 1.29:31.8 20.1 km/h 

 

  1) Michele Vescovi  ITA M02 1.33.20.2 19.3 km/h  (6 starters) 

 Alistair Brown  GBR M02    DNS 

 

  1) Oleg Kiselev  RUS M03 1.32:39.9 19.4 km/h 

20) Martin Arnold  GBR M03 2.28:13.5 12.1 km/h 63.7 % (21 starters) 

 

1)  Daniel Sandoz  SUI M04 1.30:18.0 19.9 km/h 
25) Mark Llinares  GBR M04 2.02:19.0 14.7 km/h 35.5 % (33 starters) 

 Mark Conklin  GBR M04     DNF 

 

  1) Nils Eliassen  NOR M06 1.37:57.2 18.4 km/h 

32) Alasdair Wilson  GBR M06 2.19:01.0 12.9 km/h 44.4 % 

34) Godfrey Rhimes  GBR M06 2.23:02.1 12.6 km/h 48.5 % (37 starters) 

 

Men’s M07-M09 15 km free, Sunday 21
st
 February 

 

Fastest Finn Magnar Hagen NOR M08    48:39.5 18.5 km/h 

 
  1) Sverre Matberg  NOR M09    53:53.9 16.7 km/h  (26 starters) 

 Jack White  CAN M09     DNS 

 

Men’s M10-M12 10 km free, Sunday 21
st
 February 

 

Fastest Oleg Steklov  RUS M10    48:20.0 12.4 km/h 

 

  1) Akhmet Siraziev  RUS M11    56:35.0 10.6 km/h 

  3) Norman Clark  GBR M11    59:44.7 10.0 km/h    5.6 % (6 starters) 

 

Men’s M01-M06 10 km classic, Monday 22
nd

 February 
 
Fastest Biagio Di Santo  ITA M01    29:17.7 20.5 km/h 

 

  1) German Schastlivyy RUS M03    30:43.8 19.5 km/h 

21) Martin Arnold  GBR M03    44:11.9 13.6 km/h 43.8 % (23 starters) 

 

  1) Markku Kaipainen FIN M04    29:49.7 20.1 km/h 

36) Mark Cox-Conklin GBR M04    44:07.8 13.6 km/h 47.9 % (37 starters) 

 

Ladies F01-F06 10 km classic, Monday 22
nd

 February 
 

Fastest Svetlana Alexseeva RUS F01    34:37.8 17.3 km/h 
 

  1) Tuula Rasimus  FIN F04    34:42.9 17.3 km/h 

13) Sara-Jane Cox-Conklin GBR F04    44:10.0 13.6 km/h 27.2 % (17 starters) 

 

Men’s M01-M06 10 km free, Monday 22
nd

 February 
 

Fastest Giovanni Gebotto ITA M01    27:20.0 22.0 km/h 

 

  1) Aleksandr Pushkarev RUS M02    28:33.5 21.0 km/h 

16) Alistair Brown  GBR M02    49:06.2 12.2 km/h 71.9 % (16 starters) 

 

  1) Jean Francois Duchampt FRA M04    29:32.8 20.3 km/h 
30) Mark Llinares  GBR M04    39:22.0 15.2 km/h 33.2 % (34 starters) 

 

  



  1) Nils Eliassen  NOR M06    31:12.0 19.2 km/h 

35) Alasdair Wilson  GBR M06    42:33.3 14.1 km/h 36.4 % 

40) Godfrey Rhimes  GBR M06    47:57.0 12.5 km/h 53.7 % (41 starters) 

 

Men’s M07-M09 10 km free, Monday 22
nd

 February 

 

Fastest Sakari Matikainen FIN M07    30:58.2 19.4 km/h 

53) Steve Smigiel  USA M07    42:00.6 14.3 km/h 35.6 % (65 starters) 

 

  1) Andre Grob  FRA M08    32:20.0 18.6 km/h 

35) Patrick o’Connor  USA M08    55:18.8 10.8 km/h 71.7 % (37 starters) 
 

  1) Sverre Matberg  NOR M09    35:40.9 16.8 km/h 

23) Jack White  CAN M09    44:47.0 13.4 km/h 25.5 % (36 starters) 

 

Men’s M10-M12 5 km free, Monday 22
nd

 February 

 

Fastest Alf Berland  NOR M10    19:47.1 15.2 km/h 

 

  1) Akhmet Siraziev  RUS M11    25:14.4 11.9 km/h 

  2) Norman Clark  GBR M11    26:29.3 11.3 km/h    4.9 % (5 starters) 

 
Next up it’s Mark Llinares: 

 

Ok. Hooray. The sun finally came out, on two separate days, yes Sir. The 10 km was delayed an hour 
because the temp was -20 

o
C. By the time I raced at 1 p.m. it had warmed to -12 

o
C and actually felt 

pleasant compared to the 30 km the day before. I went with one layer warmer and felt a lot more 

comfortable, my privates (Expletive deleted. Ed.) did not freeze this time, but most of that was down to the 

fact that it was only 10 km. Again times were slow; 39 minutes for me and only 5 guys behind me, about 
where I would expect to be. Strangely, just like MWC 2008, I was closer to the winner in the 10 km than I 

was in the 30 km. 

 
Today it was the 4 x 5 km relays, again sunny and about -9 

o
C and no wind. I went off fourth in our team 

and we were last by a mile, actually several miles; those damn Russians and Italians. But even though 

5 km is a heart attack and not my style at all I did skate pretty well and got in some good V2 alternate. 
 

Tomorrow is a rest day for me. I will go and ski 15 km really slow and the madam and I are going to visit 

the Falun mine, it’s a world heritage site and apparently a must-see. Finally a chance to get a fridge 

magnet, they are very thin on the ground here. Friday is the 45 km and if the weather is like today it might 
actually be fast snow and enjoyable. 

 

Marco Gusstaffson 
 
Men’s 4 x 5 km relay, Wednesday 24

th
 February 

 

Fastest M02 Italy      50:51.1 

 

  1) M04 FIN      55:34.9 

  7) M04 League of Nations 1.13:27.8 Luca Vanzino  18:22.2 

       Mark Cox-Conklin 20:15.0 
       Zac Zacharias  17:48.5 

       Mark Llinares  17:01.9 (6 starters!*) 

 

Editor’s note: Although the combined team may have finished 7
th
 in a race of 6 participants, the results 

show them winning the M04 ‘Mixed relay’. I wonder why this was not recognised with a medal! 

 
  



Fastest M07 FIN   1.00:53.2 

12) M07 USA   1.38:46.8 Owen Hanley  24:40.9 

       Lester Lockspeiser 32:20.0 

       Timothy Bray  20:22.9 

       Steve Smigiel  21:23.0 (12 starters) 

 

 
We have read rumours of how tough the courses 

were, and this seems to be the bottom of a rather 

sharp hill. But no problem at all, as Mark C. 

takes it smoothly 

 
And where do we think this is heading? Will 

Martin make it? Stay tuned for the next exciting 

instalment below! 

 

And now it’s Godfrey’s turn ... 

 
Hi Adam, 

 

Many thanks for organising our accommodation which was excellent. We saw the Russians leaving 
breakfast with sackfuls of bread, beetroot, etc. without challenge, so we decided that a couple of rolls for 

lunch would be OK, making it effectively full board. I sent the boys out to track down Steve Smigiel, and 

we cornered him up a dark alley. Shaking him vigorously we managed to get €6 and 10 cents out of his 

pocket. Seeing this, Paddy o’Connor meekly handed over €20 for the next 4 years BMCCSA 
subscriptions! 

 

 
Oh yes, you knew it was coming, didn’t you? 

 
But let’s be fair and show Martin in 

somewhat better form 

 
  



With regard to the races, my relative performance improved as the distances increased. For the 30 km 

freestyle it was -18 
o
C with a strong wind and the snow was sugary with little glide. Starting at the back, I 

managed to pass three people. One of these finished behind me, one dropped out and the third one I 

overtook no less than four times on the uphill sections only to be overtaken myself on the downhills and 
finally beaten by the blighter on the run in to the finish. So with two DNFs I managed to stay out of the 

British medals and secured my first sub 300 FIS score with an impressive 291.14. 

 
The 10 km freestyle was my worst performance to date as I picked up my first British silver medal, 

missing the gold by a mere 3 seconds from Chris Puchner of the USA. 

 
I finally came into my own over the 45 km freestyle as with almost 1100 metres of climbing, my 

endurance could be unleashed to devastating effect. My 15 km splits were fairly even with a 63 minute 

opening lap followed by two at 67 minutes each. Finishing in 3.17:06, I came in ahead of two others, 

being outrun for the line by just a few seconds by a Russian that I had overtaken half way round the last 
lap. As there were two DNFs, though, I was comfortably out of the medals with an FIS score of 259 if my 

memory serves me correctly. Due to technical problems they did not give out official results for this race. 

 
Anyway, I hope that you are on the mend and will be able to ski before the end of this season. Sara and I 

are off to Finland next Sunday for a week on an Inghams special deal to Kittila with the resort and hotel 

allocated on arrival. 
 

Thanks once again and best wishes, 

 

Godfrey 
 
Men’s M01-M06 45 km classic, Thursday 25

th
 February 

 

Fastest Alexander Mindrin RUS M02 2.10:31.2 20.7 km/h  (8 starters) 

 Alistair Brown  GBR M02     DNS 

 

  1) Sigvald Oyberg  NOR M06 2.22:38.7 18.9 km/h 
31) Alasdair Wilson  GBR M06 3.20:18.4 13.8 km/h 40.4 % (39 starters) 

 

Men’s M07-M09 30 km classic, Thursday 25
th

 February 
 

Fastest Olaf Knai  NOR M07 1.35:12.7 18.9 km/h 

 

  1) Ola Kvaale  NOR M08 1.37:25.4 18.5 km/h 

38) Patrick o’Connor  USA M08 2.25:55.3 12.3 km/h 49.8 % (45 starters) 

 

Ladies F01-F06 30 km classic, Thursday 25
th

 February 

 

Fastest Sirkka Ehrnrooth  FIN F05 1.36:07.1 18.7 km/h 
  

  1) Ragnhild Bolstad  NOR F04 1.44:02.1 17.3 km/h 

10) Sara-Jane Cox-Conklin GBR F04 2.05:35.7 14.3 km/h 20.7 % (15 starters) 

 

Men’s M01-M06 45 km free, Friday 26
th

 February 
 

Fastest Dimitry Semenov  RUS M01 1.59:36.1 22.6 km/h 

 

  1) Alexandr Alexin  RUS M03 2.08:46.8 21.0 km/h 

18) Martin Arnold  GBR M03 3.02:25.4 14.8 km/h 41.7 % (22 starters) 

 
  1) Gianni Penasa  ITA M04 2.08:33.9 21.0 km/h 

23) Mark Llinares  GBR M04 3.04:24.3 14.6 km/h 43.4 % (28 starters) 

 Mark Conklin  GBR M04     DNF 

 



  1) Einar Vikingstad  NOR M06 2.15:56.0 19.9 km/h 

31) Godfrey Rhimes  GBR M06 3.17:06.1 13.7 km/h 45.0 % (35 starters) 

 

Men’s M07-M09 30 km free, Friday 26
th

 February 

 

Fastest Sakari Matikainen FIN M07 1.30:33.7 19.9 km/h 

38) Steve Smigiel  USA M07 2.00:55.4 14.9 km/h 33.5 % (48 starters) 

 

  1) Sverre Matberg  NOR M09 1.44:51.6 17.2 km/h  (28 starters) 

 Jack White  CAN M09     DNF 

 

Men’s M10-M12 15 km free, Friday 26
th

 February 

 

Fastest Oleg Steklov  RUS M10 1.03:48.2 14.1 km/h 

 

  1) Paul Ritschard  SUI M11 1.15:00.5 12.0 km/h 

  2) Norman Clark  GBR M11 1.15:05.3 12.0 km/h    0.1 % (4 starters) 

 

 
There were many good shots of Mark Ll. to choose 

from, and this is perhaps the best. I think that he 

wins the ‘Best technique’ prize!  

 
There were many shots of Godfrey to choose 

from but it is probably in this one that he shows 

his best technique (only joking, of course) 

 
Okay, so let’s here again from “Mr. G.B. Technique 2010” 

 

Here’s a brief summary of the racing winter. Well, you live and learn, is the old adage. After a good 

summer on the bike I took effectively two months off and that proved to be a mistake. I have learnt, and 
now been told by those more experienced than me, that a major key to a successful winter is what you do 

in the autumn. So this year will be different. However ... 

 
Winter came late to the valley floor. My first outing on skis was at West Yellowstone for the autumn 

camp, Thanksgiving, when we had no snow in town at all. Even over Christmas snow was very thin on the 

ground. So the upshot was that all winter I felt that I was behind where I really wanted to be. I also felt 
that I never got quite as fit as last winter, even though I was doing very similar sessions. 

 

The Boulder Mountain Tour (BMT, 32 km point to point with a 400 metre drop over the course length) in 

Sun Valley was going to be my first pointer to how things were going pre Falun. This race is always well 
attended by local Jackson types, so for me it was a chance to directly judge any improvements. In Nordic 

skiing it is useless to compare against previous years, as snow and weather conditions can be so variable. 



 

This was my first year in Wave 3 with all the other yah hoos. I felt good but decided to not get involved 

with the carnage of the first corner, to risk falling or breaking a pole. A wise move I think, although I was 

dead last for about 20 seconds. However, I settled in and started to work though the field on the climbs. 
By the time I hit the 15 kms-to-go board on the long flats to the finish I was feeling good and things had 

strung out. This is a great test of your V2 alternate especially if you are on your own, as I was. I was never 

passed over the final 15 kms but passed about 30 or so, which is great for the mind. I finished in 154
th

 
place overall, 61

st
 in Wave 3, about half way down the Wave 3 field. The snow was slower than in 2009 

but my time was only 1 minute slower, and in 2009 I was 214
th
. So I was happy. 

 
Falun came just two weeks after the BMT. My races were 30 km, 10 km, 5 km relay and 45 km, all 

skating. I had already skied the 15 km loop the day before my first race to see what the course was going 

to look like, thank God for that. I now knew that this course was going to be really challenging. As it 

should be, it is a regular stop for the World Cup every year, has hosted the World Nordic Skiing Champs 
on three occasions and is bidding for 2015. 

 

The 30 km was the most miserable because of the weather, -20 
o
C with a 40 mph wind directly in the face 

at the start. I was surprised and disappointed that the fields were small, just like McCall in 2008. Again 

just like McCall, once the flag was dropped the entire field, with the exception of Mark (another Brit), an 

Italian Luigi DellOro (a guy I loved because he finished behind me in every race) and a French fella, were 
completely left behind by the rest of the 30 strong field. The nature of the course was such that after 1 km 

you could still see the leaders, that is if you had a telescope, they were so far ahead. 

 

Once into the woods the heart rate was so high after the first 5 kms uphill that you never noticed the wind, 
until you dropped down into the stadium to start your second 15 km lap. The snow was super slow and 

soft, exacerbating those like me with poor technique. After only 8 kms I was passed by the leader of the 

next age group up that had started 10 minutes behind me – an Italian called Polvara came past me like a 
train. Later I would find out that he represented Italy in the 1994 and 1998 Olympics. That is the thing 

with some of the Masters athletes; back in the day they were very tasty indeed. I finished 25
th
 out of 28 

finishers, 32 minutes behind the winner – I could not have gone any harder. 

 
The 10 km was similar in as much as I was at the back of the field again, but it was sunny and felt warm at 

about -12 
o
C. I finished 30

th
 out of 34 finishers, 9 minutes 49 seconds behind the winner. 

 
The 5 km relay was just a bit of fun, the GB team did not have enough people to make up a 4 man team so 

we split it with two Aussies. We finished, not surprisingly last. 

 
And then the 45 kms. Holy shirt (Funny that he should mention his under-garments here and, given the 

weather, I’m surprised that he wore such an inadequate one. But from his transcript I’m sure that this was 

what he meant. Ed.). Total misery. It snowed all night and put about 3 inches of new snow on top of the 

grooming. As this was the long day for every age group it meant that the 15 km course just got slower and 
softer as the race progressed. 

 

Thankfully it was not cold; grey and overcast with no wind. But the conditions made life a real challenge 
from the drop of the flag. Every 15 kms you came back through the stadium and this gave people the 

chance to drop out, which many did. At 30 kms I felt that I could go on for another hour so elected not to 

drop out, but at 33 kms going up the hill at crawling speed I was seriously questioning that decision. I was 
totally on my own for the last hour, stopping frequently to try to regain some part of my brain and get back 

any semblance of technique – it usually worked for about 50 yards. This was by a mile the most miserable 

3 hours I have ever had on a pair of skis. I finished 23
rd

 with only Luigi DellOro behind me, 55:50 behind 

the winner. 
 

In short, am I glad I went to Falun? Yes for the experience. Will I ever go to Sweden to ski again? Highly 

unlikely, unless I am 75 and challenging for a medal. Did I have a great time? No. Knowing what I know 
now, would I go again? NO. Next year’s World Masters are at Silver Star, BC Canada, 16 hours from 



home. I am looking forward to it and I hope that Luigi is there. There’s lots of work to do before then, 

though. Strangely enough I can see improvements in my technique – I think I will have nailed it in the 

next 10 years. I am going to break out the roller skis in September and even go to the gym. The cycling 

season is only around the corner, but to be honest it is only going to serve as a fitness tool for next winter. 
 

Thanks for reading. 

 
Mark 

 

Alistair Brown was making his Masters debut in Falun and had already announced an injury problem well 
before the event, so it is admissible. As a result, though, he did only one race and, instead, concentrated 

on his speciality which is photography in the classic style. He still found time to write once. 

 

Adam, 
 

I can easily write a one word article on my ‘race’! Anyway I think I have enough photos of Norman 

collecting various medals to fill the Newsletter! How cruel of the commentator saying he’d got gold only 
for him to be overtaken on the final straight! Hope your back is recovering okay. 

 

Alistair 
 

Ah, well, the Masters is not quite like all those loppets you do! None of that waiting around for hours in 

the start pen and then struggling to achieve 5 km/h through all the crowds at the start! Better luck next 

time! 
 

Alasdair Wilson, on the other hand, has been to many MWCs. He wrote: 

 
Dear Adam, 

 

I hope your recovery continues. As you may know already Norman and I have been sharing the Team 

captain duties, mostly by going to the meetings together. I am recovering today from a fairly stiff 45 kms 
but possibly my best FIS points for the distance at 242. I didn’t manage to hang on to Arne’s (Storner, 

from Denmark via Norway and with whom I have had some good struggles over the years. Ed.) coat tails 

after the first lap otherwise I would have been much closer to 200 points. I’ll send you some notes later on. 
 

A lot of the National Directors (and other people including Didier Monadh from France who I met at end 

of the 45 kms) were asking after you and it was a friendly atmosphere at the meetings. The Swedes have a 
good sense of humour and were generally very adaptable. 

 

Cheers, 

 
Alasdair 

 

Last but not least, despite writing the initial article in the third person, we also heard from Norman again: 
 

Race 1, 10 km freestyle for the M10-M12 group was held on Sunday, February 21
st
, 2010. It was bitterly 

cold, at or around -20 
o
C with a 25-knot wind, knocking the chill factor into an unwelcome discomfort 

range. Velcro (Does he mean Lycra? Ed.) race suits have negligible thermal efficiency and by the time we 

had gone through the anachronistic ritual of ski marking and being assigned to numbered tracks, most 

racers were frozen. I mean frostbite frozen. The only opportunity we had had to warm up was around the 

out-run of the 90 m jump, which was less than useless. I had no feeling in my hands and hoped the initial 2 
or 3 km climb might generate some warmth. It didn’t. I finished the 10 km still frozen, without having 

raised a single bead of sweat. In retrospect, my recollections were equally numb, a grind that took 25 % 

longer than typical races of this length in decent conditions. I characterized this as the coldest, most 
miserable 10 km I had ever raced. 



 

My nemesis over the past half dozen years, Akhmet Siraziev, from central Russia, moved out front and 

stayed there. Paul Ritschard, from Switzerland, took the silver. I had forgotten about him; he reminded me 

that he had won two golds at the 2008 MWC in McCall, Idaho. Then he’d been in the age group above me 
into which I have now just moved. 

 

Race 2, a 5 km freestyle, followed on Monday, February 22
nd

. We view this locally more as a sprint, but 
again the combination of cold and difficulty that showed little deference to even feisty octogenarians made 

this another grind. Once more Ritschard and I couldn’t catch Siraziev; we battled over the last 200 m, I 

gained on him in the last couple of metres and we swapped medal colours, I got silver, he settled for 
bronze, 0.1 of a second apart. 

 

Race 3, a 15 km freestyle held on Friday, February 26
th
, took place in more benign weather, about -12 

o
C. 

In the interim days off, I had watched Akhmet ski, analytically, noting that on flats, minor uphills and 
minor downhills, he rarely used V2 or V2-alternate techniques that should have proven more efficient. I 

skied behind him and believed that this might be a crack. There could be little doubt about his endurance, 

but maybe his technique could be vulnerable. I had waxed my own skis because all the Swix wax 
technicians were over at the Vaasa venue, catering to participants in the historic marathon that would start 

at the weekend. I used an LF6 and LF7 mix on top of a molybdenum base with a final layer of Swix Cera 

F C1 S, one of their 100 % fluorocarbons, corked (should have been ironed) and polished. It was apparent 
early on that my skis were fast. By the second lap I was 120 m ahead of Ritschard and had slowed a 

couple of times to avoid overtaking Siraziev, preferring to let him lead. Bad move. It was obvious that I 

was faster and I went by him, though Ritschard had gained because of my braking. As we approached the 

final turn onto the last 250 metres of downhill, the lady commentator said it looked like a first gold for 
GBR. I didn’t share her optimism since I heard Ritschard behind me. In the final push to the finish, his 

extra weight and better wax job helped him pass me in the last fifty metres and finish 5 seconds ahead. He 

had had a Toko wax technician do his skis, Toko red with white Cera powder, ironed, brushed and 
polished; it was obviously more durable than mine. But he won because he skied a better race. Moral: the 

wax guys know what they’re doing, believe them. 

 

And a final note from your National Director 
 

“You’ve all done very well”, he said, before collapsing into the arms of his buxom nurse/secretary. But 

it’s true; several Brits and Steve set PBs so well done to all. Start preparing for Canada 2011! 


